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The theory of inverse semigroups started in the early 1950’s with the publica- 
tion of the papers by Vagner [26] and Preston [21]. The original motivation 
appears to have been the study of the algebraic properties of the set of local 
diffeomorphisms of a differentiable manifold, or in general of the set of isomor- 
phisms between subalgebras of some algebra. The definition and elementary 
properties of inverse semigroups may be found in the book Clifford and Preston 
[l] and we shall assume familiarity with the notation and terminology of this 
book. Since the early papers in the 1950’s there have been numerous papers 
dealing with various aspects of the theory of inverse semigroups. One of the 
major aims of the theory has been to describe the structure of inverse semigroups 
in terms of groups and semilattices (partially ordered sets in which each pair of 
elements has a greatest lower bound). Clifford’s structure theorem for inverse 
semigroups which are unions of groups and the Rees theorem describing the 
structure of Bandt semigroups (see [l] for a discussion of these theorems) are the 
earliest results along these lines. The first step beyond the Rees theorem was 
taken by Reilly [22] h h w o s owed how to describe the structure of bisimple 
inverse semigroups whose idempotents form a descending chain order isomorphic 
to the negative integers. This led to a long sequence of papers by numerous 
authors in which increasingly complex kinds of simple, O-simple, bisimple, and 
0-bisimple inverse semigroups have been constructed. A major step was the 
discovery by Munn [14, 151 of the “Munn semigroup” TE and an elegant 
description of all fundamental inverse semigroups as full inverse subsemigroups 
of an appropriate Munn semigroup. Since every inverse semigroup S has a 
fundamental inverse semigroup as an idempotent-separating homomorphic 
image, it is naturally of considerable interest to develop a theory of &‘-coexten- 
sions of fundamental inverse semigroups. (We call an inverse semigroup S an 
H-coextension of T if T is an idempotent-separating homomorphic image of S.) 
X’-coextensions of inverse semigroups have been studied by a number of authors, 
including Leech [IO], Coudron [2], Grillet [4], and D’Alarcao [3]; in all of these 
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works the approach is to introduce various types of “factor systems” and build 
a theory analogous to (but much more complicated than) the Schreier extension 
theory of groups. 
Prompted by this, Grillet finally announced in [5] (see also [6]) that all inverse 
semigroups may be built from groups and semilattices. At about the same time 
Scheiblich [24] characterized free inverse semigroups and McAlister [ 1 I, 121 
was able to use similar methods to define P-semigroups and obtain every inverse 
semigroup as an idempotent-separating homomorphic image of a suitable 
P-semigroup. The theories of Munn and Grillet and McAlister constitute 
essentially complementary structure theories for inverse semigroups. 
In [13], the author presented an approach to the structure of an inverse semi- 
group S via a system of “structure mappings” between @-classes of S. This 
was based on the work of Schein [25] and was similar to an approach to the 
structure of regular semigroups developed at about the same time by 
Nambooripad [18, 19, 201. In the present work we show how the “structure 
mapping” approach of [13] may be used to obtain detailed information about the 
problem of finding the &‘-coextensions of a fundamental inverse semigroup, and 
we indicate how several well-known structure theorems for inverse semigroups 
may be deduced from this approach. We investigate inverse semigroups on which 
3E” is a congruence, those which split over p (the maximum idempotent-separating 
congruence) and those which possess a transversal subsemigroup of their 
&‘-classes, and in each of these cases show how such semigroups may be built 
as X-coextensions of the appropriate fundamental inverse semigroups. The 
results and terminology of [ 131 will be assumed throughout this paper. 
1. PRELIMINARY REMARKS AND NOTATION 
We begin by reformulating the results of [13] in a notation which is more 
appropriate for the *-coextension theory discussed below. We first make a small, 
remark which will be used frequently in the sequel, sometimes without comment. 
Remark 1.1. If S is an inverse semigroup and if T is a disjoint union of 
Brandt groupoids which is isomorphic (as a partial groupoid) to tr (S) by means 
of a bijection 0: S + T, then the partial multiplication on T may be extended 
to a full multiplication in such a way that T becomes an inverse semigroup 
isomorphic to S. (Just define (aO)(bO) = (ab)O Vu@, b@ E T). We shall frequently 
identify the semigroups S and T; in other words, if an inverse semigroup S has 
trace isomorphic to T we shall often identify S with an inverse semigroup whose 
trace is T. Let @ = {B, ( 01 E J} be a set of mutually disjoint Brandt groupoids 
B, . If we adjoin a zero 0, to B, (a E J) and define previously undefined products 
in B, to be 0, , then it is well known that B, u (0,) becomes a Brandt semigroup 
whose structure is described by the Rees theorem (see [I, Theorem 3.91). We use 
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the notation (i, g, j), i, j E I, g E G for elements of the Rees matrix semigroup 
AO(G; I, & A). Keeping Remark 1.1 in mind, we may write 
where the G, (a E J) are mutually disjoint groups and A, is the diagonal matrix 
on 1, (for each CL E 1). Denote the identity of G, by e, (a E J). For each i E 1, (and 
each 01 E J) let Ri = {(i, g,j) / g E G, , j E Ia} be the corresponding W-class of 
3, and for i, j E -I, set Hii = ((i, g, j) / g E GJ; set I = UaEJ 1, and for each 
i, j E I define i = j iff i, j E 1, , some (Y E J. Let < be a semilattice ordering on I 
and denote the meet i A j of i and j in I by ;j. Let S = uaeJ B, and suppose that 
there exists a family @ = {&: Ri --t R, / i > j, i, j E I} of mappings between 
%!-classes of S which satisfy conditions (cl)-(~4). 
(cl) For each i E I, & is the identity mapping on Ri . 
(~2) If i > j > K (i,j, k ~1) then +i,i+i,k = +i,li . 
(~3) If i E 1, , j E la , and i > j, then (i, e, , #i,j = (j, e, ,j). 
(~4) Let i, j, R ~1,) a, b E G, , i > s, s ~1~ and suppose that 
(i, a-l,j)$i,s = (s, c-l, t) 
and that (i, b, k)&, = (s, d, u) f or some t,uc& and c,dEG@; thenj > t and 
(i, & h4.t = (4 cd, 4. 
Conditions (cl)-(~4) b a ove are the same as conditions (cl)-(~4) of [13, 
Theorem 21, translated into the present notation. (This follows since in an inverse 
semigroup the partially ordered sets of idempotents, 98classes, and 9-classes 
may be identified, and in a Brandt semigroup AO(G; 1, I; A), the inverse of 
(i, g, j) (i, j E 1, g E G) is (j, g-l, i).) 
Corresponding to a set 9? = {B, ( iy E 1) o mutually disjoint Brandt groupoids f 
and a set @ of mappings which satisfy (cl)-(c4), form the semigroup S = 
S(g, @) = uEsJ B, with multiplication defined for (i, g, k) E B, and (j, h, s) E B, 
bY 
(i, g, 4 . (j, 4 s) = [(k, g-l, i) ~L~~l-~l(.i h, 4 ~$,d (*I 
(Here the product on the right-hand-side of (*) is a product in the Brandt 
groupoid B, for which kj E 1, .) With this notation we may reformulate [13, 
Theorem 21 as follows. 
THEOREM 1.2, For each set 98 = {B, ( 01 E J} of mutually disjoint Brandt 
groupoids and each set @ of mappings which satisfy (cl)-(c4), S = S(g, @) is an 
inverse semigroup and is the unique inverse semigroup with trace tr(S) = lJacJ B, 
and set @ of structure mappings. Every inverse semigroup S is isomorphic to a 
semigroup S(C4?, @) for suitable .%Y and @. 
Remark 1.3. In the notation already established, condition (~4) may be 
reformulated (by virtue of the “uniqueness” part of [13, observation l]), as 
follows. 
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(~4’) Let i, j, K E I, , a, b E G, , i > s, s E I, and suppose that 
(i, a-l,j)$i.,v = (s, c-l, q 
for some t E IB and c E G,; then j > t and 
We shall use this formulation of (~4) in Section 2 and Section 5. 
We may similarly reformulate the formula (*) for multiplication in S. Let 
(i, a, j), (k, b, Z) E S and suppose that (j, a-l, i)$i,jk = (jk, c, s): then by (~4) 
i > s and the multiplication (*) may be rewritten 
(6 a, j)(k, 6 4 = (i, a,iW&, 4 Oh,ki . (**I 
Remark I .4. We now discuss a notational convention which we shall employ 
throughout the paper. Let S, = uaeJ B, and S, = uBEK C, be disjoint unions 
of Brandt groupoids B, = AP(G,; I,, I,; d,)\{O,} (a E J) and 
G = ~“(&; 4s , K,; 4)\@,4 (B E K), 
respectively, and let 0 be a mapping from S, onto S, which preserves and reflects 
Green’s W and 9 relations (i.e., aO9bO in Sa iff &b in S, and aWZb@ in Sa 
iff u9b in S,). Then 0 also preserves and reflects the 9 and # relations and so 
we may identify J and K and we may take I, = K, for each c1 E J (=K) and 
I = uaEJ I, = WaEJ K, = K; this indexing may be done in such a way that if 
i, j E 1, and g E G, , then (i, g, j)O = (i, h,j) for some h E H, . We shall always 
assume that the indexing has ,been arranged this way wherever possible; in 
particular, if 0: S, = S(99r , @r) -+ S, = S(g, , @a) is an idempotent-separating 
homomorphism from the inverse semigroup S, onto the inverse semigroup S, , 
then we may arrange the indexing in the fashion described above. 
With this notational convention in mind we prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.5. Let 0 be a mapping from S, = S(gl , ~3~) onto S, = 
S(g’, , $) which preserves and rejects Green’s 9 and 3’ relations. Denott the 
structure mappings in St (for t = 1, 2) by ait = {+j,j / i > j, i, j E I} and the 
&?-classes of St by Rt , i E I. Then 0 is an idempotent-separating homomorphism 
from S, onto S, i# 
(i) 0 is a (partial groupoid) homomorphism from tr(SJ onto tr(S,), and 
(ii) for all i, j E I with i > j, the following diagrams commute. 
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Proof. Suppose first that 6 is an idempotent-separating homomorphism from 
S onto T: 8 clearly satisfies condition (1). Since the partial order on an inverse 
semigroup is defined by an equation we have x < y in S, implies x8 < y8 in 
S, . Let i, j E I, i 3 j and let a E Ril; then a#$l E Rjz and a#,@ < a@ (because 
a& < a). It follows from the “uniqueness” part of [13, observation l] that 
a&J3 = a@& as required. 
Suppose conversely that 0 satisfies conditions (1) and (2). Let (i, a,j), 
(k, b, 1) E S, and suppose that (j, a-‘, i)& = (jk, c, s). Then i > s and by (**) 
[(i, a, j>(k b, W = [(i, a, j) &,(k, b, 1) &&I@ 
= [(i, a,i) 4~A[(k 6, 0 &,jk@l 
= [(i, a, j) WfJ(k 4 0 @T%A 
= [(k a,iPl[(k k WI, 
(by condition (1)) 
(by condition (2)) 
by (**) and the fact that (j, a-l, +9$& = (jk, c, s)O (by condition (2)). Hence @ 
is a homomorphism; 0 separates idempotents because it is W- and Z-class 
preserving and reflecting. 
We can now reformulate the corollary to [ 13, Theorem l] as follows. 
COROLLARY 1.6. Let S, = S(G?, , al) and S, = S(@, , @.J be two inverse 
semigroups with structure mappings (&j} and (&), respectively, and 0: S, ++ S, 
a bljection from S, onto S, . Then 0 is an isomorphism z.
(1) 0 is a trace isomorphism of tr(S,) onto tr(S,) (and so as in Remark 1.4, 
we may use the same index set I for the set of 96classes of S, and the set of W-classes 
of S,) and 
(2) for all i, j E I with i > j, &O = O+t,j; i.e., the diagrams of Theorem 1.5 
commute. 
Remark 1.7. All of the results of this paper have an obvious dual formulation 
in terms of the set Y = {$I~,~: L, -FL,, ( e > f> of structure mappings between 
P-classes of S; these mappings are related to the “g-class” structure mappings 
as follows: 
40 = (a-%~)-~ VaEL,, VeEEs. 
We shall find it convenient to use these structure mappings in Section 6. Note for 
the present that the multiplication (*) may be rewritten using these mappings in 
the somewhat more elegant form, 
Condition (~4) also has a more elegant formulation in terms of these mappings. 
48114612-2 
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2. THE GENERAL X-COEXTENSION PROBLEM 
Let T = S(Wr , @r) be an inverse semigroup with set Z8r = {Bdl )o( E J} of 
Brandt groupoids and suppose that for each a E J, B, = AfO(H,; 1, , I,; d,)\{O,}. 
If S = S(&, , Qs) is an &-coextension of T, then we may clearly take as = 
{C, 1 LY E J} where for each 01 E J, C, is the Brandt groupoid 
and the group G, is an extension of some group N, by HE, i.e., H, is a homo- 
morphic image of G, . (In this case we call G, a coexte&on of H, .) The question 
we wish first to confront is the following: Can the groups G, be taken as arbitrary 
extensions of arbitrary groups N, by H, ? In [5, p. 1751, Grillet remarks that (at 
least if T is fundamental) this is indeed the case. While it is true that the groups 
N, may be chosen arbitrarily, we provide below an example which shows that 
the extensions G, of N, by H, cannot be chosen arbitrarily (even if T is funda- 
mental). We first need one small remark which follows immediately from Schein’s 
property [13, (Sl)] (see also [25]) and [13, observation 11, or from (**). 
Remark 2.1. Let S = S(g, @) be an inverse semigroup whose W-classes are 
indexed by the semilattice I and suppose that for some i, j E I with i 3 j, both 
Ri and Rj are groups. Then the structure mapping $j,j: Ri + Rj is a group 
homomorphism. 
0 
FIGURE 1 
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EXAMPLE 2.2. Let E be the l&element semilattice shown in Fig. 1 and form 
its Munn semigroup TE . Th e automorphism groups of Eb and EC are both 
isomorphic to K4 , the Klein 4-group, and all other automorphism groups of 
principal ideals are trivial. For an element i E E let us denote the identity auto- 
morphism of Ei (in TE) by i again. Then E(T,) = E and the restriction of 
Green’s relation .9 on TE to E induces the partition v = ({al , a2 , a,}, (61, (c), 
(4 , d2 , A), {e 2 , e2 , e3 , e4 , e,f, k, , g2 , g, , g4h {OH of E. Thus TE has seven 
g-classes, all of which have trivial Schiitzenberger groups except D, and D, , 
both of which are groups isomorphic to K4 . The semilattice is constructed in 
such a way a way that TE is the only full inverse subsemigroup T of TE with the 
property that the g-relation on T induces the same partition r of E. For suppose 
that a full inverse subsemigroup T of TE has this property; then T must contain 
the isomorphism (Y: Eu, -+ Eu, and the isomorphism /3: Eu, --+ Ea, . But 01 
maps a, to u2 , dl to d, , e, to e2 interchanges e4 and es and leaves all other elements 
of Ea, fixed; similarly /3 maps us to a3 , e2 to e3 , d, to d3, interchanges g, and g, 
and leaves all other elements of Eu, fixed. Let HbT denote the Z-class of T 
containing b; then HbT contains cxb and @b, and so is all of D, = K4 , and similarly 
HcT is all of D, = K4. It follows that T = TE . Let B, denote the Brandt 
groupoid determined by the g-class D, of TE , etc.; thus tr(TE) = B, w 
Bb u B, w Bd w B, w B, w B, . Now let1 S be the disjoint union of Brandt 
groupoids obtained by leaving all the Brandt groupoids except B, fixed and 
coextending B, = K4 to the Quaternion group Qs , i.e., S = B, w B, u iti, w 
Bd w B, w B, w B, where i?, = Qs . (Note that B, = K4 is a homomorphic 
image of Qs (in fact &s/C, s K4)). S is equipped with the same semilattice E as 
TI, . We claim that there is no multiplication on S such that S is an inverse 
semigroup with semilattice E and trace S. For suppose that there is such a multi- 
plication on S. Then let 0: S -+ TE be the Munn mapping introduced in 
[15, Lemma 3.11; 0 is an idempotent-separating homomorphism from S onto 
some full inverse susemigroup T of TE and the g-relation on T induces the same 
partition of E as the g-relation on S. But this partition is 7~, so T = TE by the 
previous remarks. Let $f,, and $J:,~ denote the structure mappings (in S and T, 
respectively) from RtiS = K4 to RcS = Qs and from R,T = K4 to RcT = Ka . By 
Remark 2.1, $i,, and &‘, are both homomorphisms. But by the definition of E 
and of $c,, , $t,, is actually an isomorphism, so / Range((O / RhS)(&c))l = 4. By 
Theorem 1.5 it follows that ( Range( = 4, so Range (#“,,) s K4 . But K4 
is not embeddable in Qs , and this contradiction implies that the partial multi- 
plication on S cannot be extended to a full multiplication in the desired fashion. 
Example 2.2 shows that an X-coextension of T cannot always be obtained 
simply by taking arbitrary coextensions of the Schiitzenberger groups of T, 
building the corresponding disjoint union S of Brandt groupoids and then 
extending the partial multiplication on S in some fashion. We must clearly find 
(in the most general case) some sort of linking conditions between the coextension 
data of the various Schiitzenberger groups of T. 
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Remark 2.3. Before examining such conditions we make one comment 
relating Example 2.2 to the work of Nambooripad [18] (see also [20]). Let 
S = UaoK B, be a disjoint union of Brandt groupoids and let us agree to call a 
semilattice ordering < on the set of idempotents of S admissible (and to say that 
S admits <) if the partial multiplication on 5’ may be extended to a full multi- 
plication “.” in such a way that (S, .) is an inverse semigroup with trace 5’ and 
semilattice (E(S), <). Nambooripad [I81 observed that if S = WtipjB, is a 
disjoint union of Brandt groupoids (with set E of idempotents and if < is an 
admissible semilattice ordering on E, then < must satisfy the following necessary 
condition : 
(N) There is some full inverse subsemigroup T of T, (the Munn semi- 
group) such that 
s(T) = u (WV x E&J). 
REA 
(Here 6(T) = ((e, f) E E x E 1 3cy E T such that Ee is the domain of a! and Ef is 
the range of ~1.) (Actually, Nambooripad defined an “inverse groupoid” to be a 
disjoint union of Brandt groupoids whose idempotents are equipped with a 
semilattice ordering which satisfies (N), and went on to show how inverse 
groupoids may be built from groups and semilattices.) Example 2.2 shows that 
(N) is not a sufficient condition for ,< to be admissible-in the notation of 
Example 2.2, the semilattice ordering of Fig. 1 on the idempotents of S satisfies 
(N), but is not admissible. Much simpler examples showing the nonsufficiency 
of (IV) can be found, but this one suffices. 
Before examining the general &-coextension problem we isolate an important 
property of the structure mappings. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let S be an inverse semigroup with semilattice E of idempotents 
and set @ = {$,.r: R, 4 Rf ) e >, f} of structure mappings, and let p be any 
congruence on S. Then @ is compatible with p, i.e., if apb for some a, b E R, and if 
f 5: e, then a+,.,pb+,,f . 
Proof. Just note that a+p,f = fa and bqJr = fb, so if apb then a+,,r = 
fapfb = We., . If 0 is a homomorphism from S = S(9?, @) onto T, then @ is 
compatible with Ker 0; we shall express this loosely by saying that Q, is compatible 
with 0. 
We now return to the general &-coextension problem. Let T = S(9’, , 0,) 
be an inverse semigroup with 9YT = (B, j (Y E I}, B, = .AO(H,; I,, I,; O,)\{O] 
and @r = {r& ) i, i E I, i >j}. If S = S(g,, , Qs) is an &‘-coextension of T then 
in particular tr(S) = CJasJ C, , where for each a! E J, C, = &“(G,; I, , I,; d,)\(O,) 
and H, is a homomorphic image of G, . To obtain the groups G, from the 
groups H, we specify for each 01 E J a group N, , for each U, zi E H, an element 
1% VI E N, ? and for each u E H, an automorphism b - “b (b E IV,), of IV, , 
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these being chosen subject to the usual Schreier constraints, and identify G, with 
N, x H, with Schreier multiplication 
(a, uw, 4 = (4”44 4 4 Vlz,bEN,, u, v E H, . 
We always denote the identity of N, by 1, and the identity of H, by e, , and we 
write G, = E(H, , N, , “b, [u, v]) to denote a Schreier extension obtained this. 
way. (Actually G,z E(H, , N,, “b, [u, ZJ]) but we may identify G, and 
E(H, , N, , “6, [u, v]) in view of Remark 1 .l.) The additional requirement that 5’ 
be an &‘-coextension of T forces (in view of Example 2.2) connections of some 
kind between the structure data of the various groups G, . We explore such 
connections now, but we first need a technical lemma which provides us with 
a “canonical” homomorphism from (an isomorphic copy of) S onto (an 
isomorphic copy of) T. 
Let v be an idempotent-separating homomorphism from S onto T. For each 
(Y E J fix an element (and call it CX) in I, and let var: Hf,, + Hz,= denote the restric- 
tion of v to Hz,, . v, is a group homomorphism. We can choose our coextension 
data in such a way that G, = E(H, , N, , “b, [u, v]) and v,: (a, (a, u), a) -+ 
(01, U, CX) Var E /, Va E N, , Vu E H, . (Again we are making lineral use of Remark 
1.1.) All of this notation which has just been established is used in the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let 0: S -+ T be the mapping defined Va E J, Vi, j E I, , Va E N, , 
and Vu E H, by (i, (a, u), j)O = (i, u, j). Then there is a family QU of structure 
mappings on tr( T) such that U = S(BT, G+,) is an inverse semigroup isomorphic to 
T = S(B= , BT) and 0 is an idempotent-separating homomorphism from S onto U. 
Proof. Let p = ker V: p is an idempotent-separating congruence on S, and 
by definition of v, and by choice of the structure data we see that Vm E J, 
Vu E N, , and Vu E H, , (01, (a, u), cx)p = ((LX., (b, u), CL) 1 b E Nol}. For any i, j E I, 
we have (i, (a, u), j) p(i, (b, v), j) iff (0, (a, u), CX) p(cx, (b, v), CX) (this is easily seen 
by premultiplying (i, (a, u),j) and (i, (b, zI), j) by (01, (1,) e,), i) and postmulti- 
plying by (j, (1, , e,), LX), etc.), and so (i, (a, u), j)v = (i, (b, v), j)v iff u = n. It 
follows that p = ker 0. 
Supposenowthati>KforsomeiEI,,kEI,.LetjEI,,aEN,,uEH,and 
suppose that (i, (a, u), j)& = (k, (b, v), s) for some s E& , b E N, , v E HB. 
Then by Lemma 2.4 we see that Vc E N, , 3d E NB such that (i, (c, u), j)+f,lc = 
(k, (4 $4. 
Now define mappings #,: RiT + RkT (i > k) as follows. If i, j E I, , k E I, , 
i > k, and u E H, , define (i, u, j)$Kk = (k, v, 1) iff (i, (a, u), j)@, = (k, (b, v), I) 
for some a E N, , b E N, , and 1 E Is , and define 4Ki to be the identity mapping 
on RiT. (These mappings are well defined.) Then @, = {c& / i > j, i, j E I> is 
a set of structure mappings for tr(T) (i.e., at, satisfies (cl)-(~4)) and also 
+t,@ = @4Ek Vi, k E I, i 3 k. Set U = S(ar, @c). Since 0 is a partial groupoid 
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homomorphism from tr(S) onto tr( 2’) = tr( 77) and since 4&O = O&‘, it follows 
from Theorem 1.5 that 0 is a homomorphism from S onto U. Finally T z U 
because T g S/ker V, U g S/ker 0, and ker v = ker 0. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let S be an &-coextension of T and assume that all notation and 
structure data have been chosen in such a way that the map 0: S + T of Lemma 2.5 
is an idempotent-separating homomorphism from S onto T. Then there is a family of 
mappings(x~j,l:N,-tN,/i,jEI~, 1 E I, , i > 1, u E HJ such that the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
(Dl) IfiEI,,jEI,,andi>jthenI,~;;~,~==I,. 
(D2) Ifu~H,,i~I~,l~I4,andp~I,andi>l>p,andzjc(i,u,j)~~,= 
(4 s, 4, then xLxL,~ = XL, . 
(D3) Let a,bEN,,u,vEH,,i,j, kE.&, IEI,, and 1 <i and let 
(i, u, j)$tl = (1, s, m) and (i, v-l, k)$ll = (1, t-l, n); then 
(W’a)h ~1) xiYj.n = h&AtaxLdt, ~1. 
(Note that k > n by condition (~4’) applied to the structure mappings in T.) 
Conversely if T = S(aT, @,) is an inverse semigroup with 39, = {B, / a: E /} 
where B, = A@“‘(H~; I, , I,; d,)\{O,) and & = ($T,j / i > j, i, j E I} and zjCfor each 
Q E ], G, = E(H, , N, , “b, [u, w]), let S = UaeJ C, , where 
C, = d”(G,; I, , I,; 4x)\:O,l. 
Then the partial multiplication on S may be extended to a full multiplication in such 
a way that S is an inverse semigroup which is an Z-coextension of T ;f there is a 
family (x:,~,~> of mappings which satisfies (Dl)-(D3). 
Proof. Suppose first that we have the homomorphism 0: S - T of Lemma 
2.5. Define mappings ~r,~,r: N, ---f NB (u E H, , i, j E I,, 1 E I0 , I < i) by ax:?,, = b 
(a E NJ if (6 (a, u), j)+& = (1, (b, v), k), w h ere v E HB and k E ID are determined 
by (i, u, .I)& = (4 v, 4 in T. Conditions (Dl)-(D3) follow from conditions (~2) 
(c3), and (~4’) on the structure mappings of S and T and the fact that I$;,@ = @4tr 
Vi >, 1. 
Suppose conversely that we start with the inverse semigroup T and the 
coextensions G, of the groups H, satisfying the conditions in the statement of the 
theorem. We manufacture mappings +& (i > j) between 6%classes of S from 
the structure mappings +li of T and the x-mappings as follows. For a E N, , 
u E Ha i,j E I, , I E ID , and i > I, define (i, (a, u), j)#& = (1, (b, v), k) where b, v, 
and k are determined by (i, u, j)q5lr = (1, v, K) and axy,j,l = b. If we then set 
& to be the identity mapping on RiS ( E I), we check that {& 1 i > 1) are a set 
of structure mappings for S. Conditions (Dl)-(D3) are designed in such a way 
that (~2) (c3), and (~4’) follow immediately. The mapping 0: S 4 T defined 
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by (;, (a, u),j)O = (i, u, j) Vi, j E 1, , a E AT, , u E H, is easily seen to satisfy 
conditions (1) and (2) of Theorem 1.5 and so is an idempotent-separating 
homomorphism from S onto T. 
Remark 2.7. Theorem 2.6 applies in particular in the case where T is a 
fundamental inverse semigroup (see [14, 15-j for the concept of a “fundamental” 
inverse semigroup). Thus we have the following procedure for building all 
inverse semigroups with semilattice E (from the corresponding fundamental 
inverse semigroups): 
[a) Start with an arbitrary full inverse subsemigroup T of TE . 
(b) Take a family f o coextensions of the Schiitzenberger groups of T in 
accordance with Theorem 2.5; buld the corresponding disjoint union S of 
Brandt groupoids. 
(c) On S take any family Qj, of structure mappings (such a family exists) 
and build S(s’, , @s) in accordance with Theorem 1.2. All inverse semigroups 
with semilattice E are obtained this way (up to isomorphism). 
Remark 2.8. Not all of the inverse semigroups S(BLs, as) constructed 
according to Remark 2.7 need be &‘-coextensions of T. In order to build an 
&‘-coextension of Twe proceed as follows. Let 0: S --f tr( T) be any idempotent- 
separating partial groupoid homomorphism from S onto tr(T) and let Qs be a 
family of structure mappings on S which in addition to (cl)-(~4) satisfy condition 
(2) of Theorem 1.5; then 0 is an idempotent-separating homomorphism from 
S(S, , Qs) onto T, and so S(g”, , ajs) is an X’-coextension of T. 
Remark 2.9. In the notation of the previous theorem, if we choose the groups 
N, arbitrarily and define G, = N, x H, , then the trivial choice of x-mappings 
satisfies (Dl)-(D3). It follows that the groups N, may be chosen arbitrarily; 
this was also remarked by Grillet [5]. 
3. INVERSE SEMIGROUPS ON WHICH 2’ Is A CONGRUENCE 
The preceding theory simplifies considerably if we are dealing with inverse 
semigroups on which YP is a congruence. We first show how the maximum 
idempotent-separating congruence p on an inverse semigroup may be charac- 
terized in terms of the structure mappings. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let S = S(B, CD) be an inverse semigroup with semiluttice E 
and set @ = {c#J~,~: R, + R, / e, f E E, e 3 f} of structure mappings. Then the 
maximum idempotent-separating congruence p on S may be characterized as follows: 
p = {(a, b) E S x S / a&‘b and u+,,fXb+e,f Vj < e = au-l}. 
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Proof. Recall that Howie [7] has shown that p may be characterized by 
p = ((a, b) E S x S / u-l ea = b-l eb Ve E Es). It is virtually immediate (since 
p _C .%) that 
p = {(a, b) E S x S 1 &b and a-ffu = b-‘fb Vf < e = au-l}. 
Let e = ua-r = bb-’ and f < e, then u-1fu9ucj,,f and b-tfbLZ’b$,,, (since 
a$,,, =fa), so it follows that p = {(a, b) E S x S / Mb and q5,,,Y&l}, and 
the desired result follows since a&9?bq& . 
We state two corollaries which follow immediately. 
COROLLARY 3.2. If S is an inverse sewt&~oup then % is a congruence on S isf 
the structure muppi@ of S are s-class preserving (i.e., $&b implies a$&%$e,f 
Vf < e = au-l). 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let S be un inverse semigroup on which A? is a congruence and 
let {v~,~: H, --j Hf ) e > f} be the mappings induced by the structure mappings on S, 
i.e., v~,~ = $e,f / H, , Then the mappings {v~,~} form an inductive family of group 
homomorphisms. 
These remarks result in a major simplification of the previous theory for 
inverse semigroups on which &’ is a congruence. Note first that for such a 
semigroup S, S/p is a combinatorial full inverse subsemigroup of the appropriate 
Munn semigroup TE , i.e., all the groups H, of Theorem 2.6 are trivial, in which 
case (by Remark 2.9) the groups G, = N, may obviously be chosen arbitrarily. 
Thus to build inverse semigroups with semilattice E and on which JP is a con- 
gruence, we carry out the following procedure: 
(a) Start with an arbitrary combinatorial inverse semigroup T = S(@,, $-) 
(with Br = {II, j 01 E J} and B, = A”({e,>; I, , I,; d,)\{O,}). 
(b) For each 01 E J let G, be an arbitrary group and build 5?s = {C, / a E J], 
where C, = &O(G,; I, , I,; d,)\{OJ. 
(c) Let @‘s be any family of &‘-class preserving structure mappings on s’s 
(such a family exists) and build S = S(gs, Gs). S is an inverse semigroup on 
which X is a congruence and all such semigroups may be built this way. A 
remark analogous to Remark 2.8 applies in this case as well, of course. 
4. INVERSE SEMIOR~UP~ WHICH SPLIT OVER p 
We say that an inverse semigroup S splits ovu p (the maximum idempotent- 
separating congruence on S) if S contains a transversal subsemigroup K of its 
p-classes (i.e., if S contains a subsemigroup K which intersects each p-class in 
precisely one element). Such semigroups have been considered explicitly by 
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Munn [17], who gives an A?-coextension theory for building them from funda- 
mental inverse semigroups. We use the structure mapping approach to this 
problem. 
Let S be an inverse semigroup which splits over p and let V: S -+ S/p = T 
be the natural map. n induces an isomorphism r 1 K from K onto T. Denote the 
inverse of rr 1 K by #: T -+ K < S. Let us use the notation of Theorem 2.6 
for the structure data of S and T and the .%-coextension data. For each 01 E J 
fix an element (and call it a) in 1, and identify G, and H, with the maximal 
subgroups Hf,, and HE, of S and T, respectively. Let x,: G, --f H, be the 
restriction of VT to GE and let #u: H, --f G, be the restriction of $ to H, . Then 
rti 1 K = #,’ is an isomorphism from G, n K onto H, so the coextension 
G, = E(H, , N, , “b, [u, v]) splits, i.e., G, is a semidirect product of N, and H, 
(see, for example, [23, Chapter 71). I n addition the fact that K = T+h is a sub- 
semigroup of S implies that the family as of structure mappings of S extends 
the family aK of structure mappings of K (i.e., the restrictions of K of the 
structure mappings in S coincide with the structure mappings in K). Finally, 
@, is compatible with v by Lemma 2.4. 
Suppose, conversely, that T = S(22T, QT) is a fundamental inverse semigroup 
with gr = {B, / 01 E Jf, 
For each a! E J let N, be an arbitrary group and let G, = E(H, , NE , 9, [u, v]) 
be an arbitrary semidirect product of N, and H, . The extension data may be 
chosen so that [u, V] = 1, Vu, v E H, since the extension splits. Form the Brandt 
g~ro~p? CC= = .HO(G,; &, I,; d,)\{O,} and let 9?!s = (C, 1 01 E J} and 
OiEC ci* 
We call an idempotent-separating injection #: T + S a O-coretraction from 
tr(T) into S if (i) # is a partial groupoid homomorphism from tr( T) into S, 
and (ii) 3 a partial groupoid homomorphism 0 from S onto tr(T) such that 
#O==LT. 
It follows that if 4 is a O-coretraction from tr( 2’) into S then K = T$J is a 
partial groupoid isomorphic to tr( T). Since all the extensions G, of N; by H, 
split, there is at least one O-coretraction from tr( T) into S (take (;, (a, u), j)O = 
(i, U, j) and (i, u, j)$ = (i, (1, , u), j) Vi, j E I, , u E Ha , a E NJ. 
By Remark 1.1 any O-coretraction #: T ---f S induces an inverse semigroup 
structure on K = T# such that # is an isomorphism from T onto K. The 
induced structure mappings Q$ = {#&: RiK ---f RjK 1 i, j E I, i 3 j} on K are 
given by 4fj = I,!+&$ = O&# (with the appropriate domain) Vi, j E I, 
i >, j. We now claim that the set QK of structure mappings on K may be extended 
(In at least one way) to a set Qs = {&: RiS + RjS I i, j E I, i > j} of structure 
mappings on S. To see this, simply define @& = O&$ (with the appropriate 
domain). The mappings +& clearly extend the mappings $$ and one easily 
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checks that they satisfy (cl)-(~3) and (4’). In addition, notice that for X, y E Ri 
and i 2 j, x4&@ = y$tjO if x8 = ~0, i.e., @5s is compatible with 0. 
Now let Ds be any family of structure mappings on S which extends the family 
dr, of mappings on K and which is compatible with 0. We claim that 0 is a 
homomorphism from S = S(@‘, , Cp,) onto T and that S splits over CL. Notice 
first that for any x E S, x0 = x01,@ and x0$ E K, so 3 y E K such that x0 = ~0; 
also if y0 = a@ for y, x E K, then y#-l = a#-l and so y = a. Thus K is a 
transversal subsemigroup of the ker O-classes. For x E Ri there is a unique 
y E R, n K such that x0 = y0 and so for any j < i, 
and since 0 is a partial groupoid homomorphism from tr(S) onto tr( T) it follows 
by Theorem 1.5 that 0 is a homomorphism from S onto T. Since T is fundamental 
it follows that ker 0 = p, the maximum idempotent-separating congruence on S. 
But K is a tranversal subsemigroup of the ker O-classes, so S splits over CL. 
We summarize the discussion of this section in the following procedure for 
constructing inverse semigroups which split over p. 
(a) Start with an arbitrary fundamental inverse semigroup T = S(L%,, QT) 
(with@D,={#~j~i>j,i,jEZ),~~={BJ~EJ)and 
(b) For each 01 E J let N, be an arbitrary group and G, an arbitrary semi- 
direct product of N, and H, . Build a’s = (C, / 01 E J}, where 
and let S = uasJ C, . 
(c) Let 4: T-t S be any O- coretraction from tr( T) into S (such a O-core- 
traction exists), let K = T$ have the structure mappings aK induced by (CI and 
let Qs be any family of structure mappings on S which extends QK and which is 
compatible with 0 (such a family Qs exists); then S = S(gs, Qs) is an inverse 
semigroup which splits over p and every inverse semigroup which splits over p 
is obtained this way. 
5. STRUCTURAL UNIFORMITY 
Various types of “uniformity” restrictions may be placed on the structure 
mappings and we consider one such condition in this section. For an inverse 
semigroup S = S(a!, @) with @ = {B, / 01 E J), B, = dO(G,; Ib, ,I,; &)\{O,) and 
@ = {+i,j / i > j, i, j E Z} and for i, j E Z, , i > k, and K E Zs , the structure 
mapping $i,I;: Ri - R, induces maps T~,~,,<: G, - GB defined by ari,j,k = b 
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(u E G, , b E GB) iff (i, CZ,~)+~,~ = (k, 6, s) for some s E I, . We call the set @ of 
structure mappings on. S structurally uniform if 7i,jC,C = 7i,i,k Vi, j, k E I for 
which i > k and i = j. We call an inverse semigroup S structurally uniform if 
S z S(.!?8, di) for some structurally uniform set @ of structure mappings on some 
set g of Brandt groupoids. The following theorem relates this concept to a more 
familiar one. 
THEOREM 5.1. An inverse semigroup S is structurally uniform $7 S contains a 
transversal subsemigroup of its X-classes. 
Proof. Suppose first that S, is structurally uniform, so that S, z S = S(g, @) 
for some structurally uniform set @ of structure mappings. Let a = (I& j 01 E J}, 
B, = JJYO(G,; I, , Ia,; d,)\{O,}, and @ = (+i,j: i > j, i, j E I} and let e, denote the 
identity of GE . Let T = {(i, e, , j) j i, j EI, , c1 E J}; T is clearly a transversal 
subset of &-classes of S and Es C T. Since (i, e, , i)$i,l, = (k, e, , k) Vi E I,, 
k E Ia , and i > k, it follows that if j E I, , then (i, e, , jWieK = (k, e, , s) for some 
s~I~.Henceifi,j~I,,andu,v~I,,andifju~I,,wehave 
(it e, ,j)(u, e, 7 4 = Ki em j G7$,~ul-1[(~~ e, , 4vL,iul (by (*)I 
= (ju, 6 , s>-W, e6 ,4 for some s, t E I, 
= (s, es, ju)( ju, e6, t) = (s, e6, t) E T, 
and so T is a transversal subsemigroup of the #-classes of S. The isomorphism 
S, G S yields a transversal subsemigroup of the X-classes of S, . 
Suppose conversely that S = S(g, @) h as a transversal subsemigroup T of its 
Z-classes. Use the above notation for g and @. We first note that T is a full 
inverse subsemigroup of S. To see this, note that for i E I, 3g E G, such that 
(i, g, i) E T and since (i, g, i)” = (i, g2, i)E T we must have g = e,, so (i, e,, i) E T; 
hence Es _C T. Also if x E T n Hij and y E T n Hji we have xy E T, so 
xy E T n Hii and so xy = xx-l E Es; thus x-l = x-lxx-l = x-lxy E E,T C T, 
so x-l E T, and so T is a full inverse subsemigroup of S. 
Let T = {(i, gi, , j) 1 i, j E I, , ~1 E J). Since (i, gii , i) E Es we have gii = e, and 
similarly gij’ = gji and gijg, = gik Vi, j, k E I such that i = j = k. Also if 
i, j E I, , k < i, k E I, , then (i, gij , j)q$l, = (k, gk$ , s) for some s E Ia . For each 
OL E J choose one element (and call it a) in I, Define a bijection 0: S---f S 
as follows. For i, j EI, and g E G, let (i, g, j)O = (i, gaiggj,, j). Then for 
i,j, REI, andg,hEG, we have 
(6 g,i) @(if 4 k)@ = h g,m, , i)(i g,Aglca , k) 
= (i, gaimagdgk, 74 
= (6 &.ighgku , k) = [(i, g, j)(j, h, k)l@, 
SO @ is a (partial groupoid) isomorphism from tr(S) onto tr(S). By Remark 1.1 
there is an induced family a’ = {#;,j 1 i > j, i, j E I) of structure mappings on S 
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such that 8: S s S’ = S(9,4j’). In fact, the mappings @’ are defined by 
& = 8-1&i8 Vi 2 j (with the appropriate domains). We prove now that @’ is 
structurally uniform. 
Let i, j E 1, , t < i, t E & . Then first notice that 
( i, e, ,i) 9% = 6 e, , j) WW = (t giawaj ,j) A,@ 
= (i, gij , i) h,P = (t, gt, , s)@ for some s E 1, 
= (t, gdtsgs, , 4 = (t, g,, , 4 = (1, e5 , 4 
i.e., (i, e, , j)+i,t = (t, e, , s), some s E I, . 
Now let i, j E 1, , R E Ia , k < i, g E G, and suppose that (i, g, z)& = (k, h, t) 
for some t E I, and h E G, . By (4’) i 3 t and so (i, e, , j)+i,t = (t, e, , s) for some 
SE&. Thus 
(i, hi) Kk = NC g, i)(i, e, , 81 dh 
= NC g, 4 KklCk e, , i) 44,tl (by (~4’) 
= (k, h, W e6 ,4 = (k A, 4, 
and so @’ is structurally uniform. Hence S is structurally uniform because 
s & s’ = S(9?, a”). 
If S is a structurally uniform inverse semigroup with transversal subsemigroup 
K of its &‘-classes and if 0 is any homomorphism from S onto T z S/p, then 0 
induces an isomorphism 0 IK from K onto a transversal subsemigroup T’ of the 
&‘-classes of T, and so T is structurally uniform. (Not all fundamental inverse 
semigroups are structurally uniform; for example, the semigroup TE of 
Example 2.2 is not, and much simpler examples exist.) By the proof of Theorem 
5.1 and by Lemma 2.5, we may assume that 0: S + T may be chosen according 
to the notation of Lemma 2.5 and that K = {(i, (1, , e,),j) j i, j E 1, , 01 E J> and 
T’ = {(i, e, , j) 1 i, j E 1a , cz E J}. The structure mappings on S induce a family 
{xi&: Na - 431 of mappings which satisfy conditions (Dl)-(D3) of 
Theorem 2.6. Since the mappings T~,~,~: G, + GO are independent of j, it follows 
that the mappings x&k must also be independent of j, so we may replace them 
by mappings xrVk: N, - N, and modify conditions (Dl)-(D3) accordingly. 
Suppose, conversely, that we start with the fundamental inverse semigroup T 
with transversal subsemigroup T’ = ((i, e, , j) ( i, j E I, , a E J} of its &‘-classes. 
Choose any family {N, ( 01 E I> of groups which satisfy the modified versions of 
(Dl)-(D3), build the corresponding groups G, and the disjoint union 
S = uaEJ B, in the usual way, and let as be the structure mappings on S 
defied in the proof of Theorem 2.6. From the modified form of (Dl)-(D3) and 
from the fact that @r is structurally uniform, we easily see that Gs is structurally 
uniform (in fact the modified version of (Dl) shows that 
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is a transversal subsemigroup of the Y-classes of S(99,, as)). Hence there is a 
structurally uniform family of structure mapping on S and any such family Qs 
yields a structurally uniform inverse semigroup S(9!, , ais). All structurally 
uniform inverse semigroups are obtained this way. Again we have a remark 
analogous to Remark 2.8. Not all of the semigroups S(B’, , @s) constructed 
above need be Z-coextensions of T. 
Remark 5.2. The concept of structural uniformity may also be formulated 
in terms of the #-mappings of Remark 1.7. It is clear (either from the definition of 
the $-mappings or from symmetry and Theorem 5.1) that the #-mappings are 
structurally uniform iff the $-mappings are structurally uniform. We make use 
use of this comment in the following section. 
6. SOME EXAMPLES 
A number of well-known structure theorems for certain classes of inverse 
semigroups may be deduced from the results of this paper. As an example we 
show in this section how Reilly’s structure theorem for bisimple w-semigroups 
[22] may be obtained. We assume familiarity with the results and terminology of 
[14, 15, 221. 
If S is a bisimple w-semigroup then we may take N = (0, 1,. . .} as an index set 
for the set E of idempotents (or for the .%-classes) of S and put the reverse of 
the usual ordering on N, so that mn = m A n = max(m, n) Vm, n EN. Since 
E = (N, a), TE is the bicyclic semigroup, which is combinatorial and has Te 
itself as the only transitive inverse subsemigroup of Te , so ti is a congruence on 
S and S is an Z-coextension of Te . Thus S = S((B}, CD), where 
B = A”(G; N, N; d)\(O) 
for some group G (and G can be any group by the results of Section 3) and some 
X-class preserving set @ of structure mappings @ = ($,,, 1 m < n} which 
satisfy the condition (2) of Theorem 5. I. Denote the &‘-classes of S as usual by 
{H,,, 1 m, n EN); then from the multiplication in T, we immediately see that 
for i > k and i, j, k, m, n E N, +i,k: H,,j -+ H,,j+(lr-i) and HisjH,,, C H,*, where 
r=i+max(j,m)-j=i+m-min(j,m)ands=n+max(j,m)-m= 
n + j - min(j, m). 
It is then immediate that if a E Ho,, then ai E Ho,i and a-i E H,,o for all i 3 1. 
Let a0 denote the idempotent (0, e, 0) in Ho,, and form the ideal I(T) in the 
partially ordered set (S, <) generated by T = {ai 1 i E Z}. From the information 
already obtained it is clear that I(T) is a transversal subset of the &‘-classes of S. 
Using the fact that I(b) = Eb = bE Vb E S, I(T) is easily seen to be a sub- 
semigroup of S; hence S is structurally uniform and we may assume that Q, is 
structurally uniform. 
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Let ol,,,[&&j: G -+ G (m < n) denote the endomorphisms of G induced by 
the structure mappings &+: R, + R, [#,,n: L, -LLn]. (They are endomor- 
phisms by Corollary 3.3.) By Remark 5.2 the #-mappings are structurally 
uniform and it is then easily seen that %+I = &I = LY,,,+~ Vm E N. Denote the 
endomorphism 01~,~ by 01. Then by (cl) and (~2) or Corollary 3.3, 01,,,, = ~i’~--)~ 
for m < n, and so by the multiplication (*) we finally see that for (i, a, j) and 
(k, 64 E S, 
(C a,i)(k h 0 = [(j, a-l, ih,#[(k, 6 O&l 
= (9, a-lUi/<-i, i T (jk - j))-l( jk, bd-“, I + (jk - k)) 
=(i+jk-j, aaik-jbajk-k, 1 + jk - k) 
= (i + k - r, u~Fba~-~, 1 + j - r), 
where r = min( j, k). This is Reilly’s form for the product, and so in the notation 
of [22], SC S(G, a). S’ lrnl ar methods may be used to obtain Munn’s structure ‘1 
theorem [16] for general w-semigroups, Warne’s theorem for bisimple Z-semi- 
groups [27], and a number of other theorems along these lines. 
We close with a brief remark relating the structure mappings to a theorem of 
Lallement. Lallement has found two alternative characterizations of subdirect 
products of Brandt semigroups (see [8, Theorem 4.11, restricted to the inverse 
case), and the structure mappings and the multiplication (*) may be used to 
provide a quick proof of the equivalence of these two alternative characterizations 
with each other. In fact, it was Lallement’s form of the multiplication in such 
a semigroup (see [9]) which led the author to the general multiplication (*) in 
the first place. 
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